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CPSC 411 reference compiler: 33 passes!
LastPass: 2 passes
**LastPass Scope**

1. **a-normalize**
   
   \( (\ast \ (\ + \ 2 \ 3) \ 5) \)
   
   \( \text{let} \ (\text{tmp} \ (\ + \ 2 \ 3)) \)
   
   \( \ (\ast \ \text{tmp} \ 5) \)

2. **select-instructions**
   
   \( \text{set!} \ \text{tmp}.99 \ 2 \)
   
   \( \text{set!} \ \text{tmp}.100 \ (\ + \ \text{tmp}.99 \ 3) \)
   
   \( \text{set!} \ \text{tmp} \ \text{tmp}.100 \)
   
   \( \text{set!} \ \text{tmp}.101 \ (\ast \ \text{tmp} \ 5) \)
   
   \( \text{set!} \ \text{rax} \ \text{tmp}.101 \)
   
   \( \text{jump} \ \text{ra}.98 \ \text{rbp} \ \text{rax} \)
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exactly what we want to visualize!
false positives and negatives on complex passes

- a-normalize doesn’t move a lot of code, but requires a new style of programming to implement

scale, 33 >> 2

pinning overload

- pinning too many flows blends colours
LastPass: A tool for CPSC 411

query multiple test programs

see an overview of compilation changes

compare programs after any number of passes

track how expressions change in context
Thank you!

https://se.cs.ubc.ca/compiler-viz/index.html